A continuous linear operator T : X → X is hypercyclic if there is an x ∈ X such that the orbit {T n x} is dense, and such a vector x is said to be hypercyclic for T . Recent progress show that it is possible to characterize Banach space operators that have a hypercyclic subspace, i.e., an infinite dimensional closed subspace H ⊆ X of, except for zero, hypercyclic vectors. The following is known to hold: A Banach space operator T has a hypercyclic subspace if there is a sequence (n i ) and an infinite dimensional closed subspace E ⊆ X such that T is hereditarily hypercyclic for (n i ) and T n i → 0 pointwise on E. In this note we extend this result to the setting of Fréchet spaces that admit a continuous norm, and study some applications for important function spaces. As an application we also prove that any infinite dimensional separable Fréchet space with a continuous norm admits an operator with a hypercyclic subspace.
Introduction and preliminaries
Let T = (T n ) be a sequence of continuous linear operators on a locally convex space (LCS) X . (Operators are tacitly assumed to be linear and continuous in the sequel.) Let Orb(T, x) ≡ {T n x: n 0} denote the orbit of x ∈ X under T. Recall that T is hypercyclic, ✩ Supported by the The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences.
E-mail address: henripet@math.chalmers.se. or universal, if there is an x ∈ X such that Orb(T, x) is dense in X , and such a vector x is said to be hypercyclic for T. An operator T : X → X is hypercyclic (and x ∈ X is hypercyclic for T ) whenever (T n ≡ T n ) is hypercyclic (x is hypercyclic for (T n )), and we recall that no finite dimensional space carries a hypercyclic operator-so we assume in what follows that X is infinite dimensional. A hypercyclic subspace for T is a closed infinite dimensional subspace H ⊆ X whose nonzero vectors are hypercyclic (for T ). It is convenient to let H(T ) denote the set of hypercyclic subspaces for T , and we shall call H(T ) the hypercyclic spectrum of T . Due to a result of Ansari [2] , saying that T and any positive power T n have the same set (possibly empty) of hypercyclic vectors, it follows in particular that
Let us note that the restriction of T to any H ∈ H(T ) lacks nontrivial closed invariant subsets and, in particular, the invariant subset problem can be formulated: Is there an operator T such that X ∈ H(T )? (Note that X is the only possible set in H(T ) that is invariant under T .) A fact, that also motivates the study of hypercyclic subspaces, is that every hypercyclic operator admits a dense (invariant) subspace whose nonzero vectors are hypercyclic (this result was first established for operators on complex Hilbert spaces [10, 17] and has then been extended successively by different authors to general LCS operators, see page 358 in Grosse-Erdmann's survey article [15] ). In contrast, there are hypercyclic operators that lacks hypercyclic subspaces, λB : p → p , where |λ| > 1, 1 p < ∞ and B is the unweighted backward shift, is an example of such an operator [25, Theorem 3.4] .
The study of hypercyclic subspaces originates from [5, 25] and the topic has then been studied intensively in a series of papers [4, 6, 8, 14, 19, 20, 26, 27] . An interesting fact is that it is possible to connect the hypercyclic spectrum of T with ordinary spectral properties of T . Indeed, recall that an operator T is hereditarily hypercyclic if there is a sequence (n k ) of natural numbers such that (T i ≡ T m i ) is hypercyclic for every subsequence (m i ≡ n k i ), and T is then said to be hereditarily hypercyclic for (n k ). In [14] the authors where able to piece previous results together by proving that the following are equivalent for a hereditarily hypercyclic operator T on a Banach space B:
(1) There is a sequence (n i ), for which T is hereditarily hypercyclic, and a closed infinite dimensional subspace E ⊆ B such that T n i → 0 pointwise on E. (2) H(T ) is not empty.
(3) The essential spectrum of T meets the closed unit disc.
(Recall that the essential spectrum of a LCS operator T is the complement of the set of λ ∈ C such that Im(T − λ) is closed and has finite codimension and dim ker(T − λ) is finite. Further, Im(T − λ) is necessarily dense for all λ for a hypercyclic operator T . Hence, explicitly 3 means that Im(T − λ) is not closed or dim ker(T − λ) = ∞ for some λ with |λ| 1.)
Up to recently the study of hypercyclic subspaces has essentially been concentrated to the setting of Banach and Hilbert spaces and thus, it is for instance not known to what degree the equivalences between 1-3 extend when we replace B by an arbitrary Fréchet space. In particular, we recall the following well known result of Godefroy and Shapiro [13, Theorem 5.1]: Every nonscalar convolution operator on the Fréchet space H (C n ) of n-variable entire functions (compact-open topology) is (hereditarily) hypercyclic. (A convolution operator is, by definition, a continuous linear operator that commutes with all translations, and a scalar operator is a scalar multiple of the identity.) We shall see that Godefroy-Shapiro's Theorem extends to E (R n ) (smooth functions), and the analogue result holds for convolution operators on Fréchet spaces of entire functions with infinite dimensional domains-more on this below. Thus, it is a natural question to ask what can be said about the hypercyclic spectrum of such convolution operators. What is known in this direction is the following result of Bernal-González and Montes-Rodríguez [5] : Any translation operator τ a : f → f (a + z), 0 = a ∈ C, on H (C) has a hypercyclic subspace.
In this note we study hypercyclic subspaces in the setting of Fréchet spaces, and the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove that the implication between 1 and 2 extends to an arbitrary Fréchet space F that admits a continuous norm, and operator T : F → F (Theorem A). The same result was independently obtained in [8] , but with a completely different technique. (An example in [8] shows that the hypothesis that F supports a continuous norm can not be removed.) We also establish, in Theorem B, a spectral sufficient condition for 2 of type 3-we prove that if T : F → F has an eigenspace E λ = ker(T − λ) of infinite dimension for some |λ| 1, then H(T ) is not empty. In Section 3, we prove that under some assumptions on a Fréchet space operator T with H(T ) = ∅, we can say something about the structure of H(T ) (Theorem C). In Section 4 we apply the results obtained in Sections 2 and 3 on some function spaces. In particular, as an application of Theorems A and B we can extend the one variable result of Bernal-González and Montes-Rodríguez to n > 1 variables-H(τ a ) = ∅ if 0 = a ∈ C n . In fact, it follows that any nonscalar convolution operator on H (C n ) where n > 1 has a hypercyclic subspace, so, in particular-H(P (D)) = ∅ for any partial differential operator P (D) with constant coefficients and of order > 0. We establish similar results for some spaces of entire functions with infinite dimensional domains. Finally, by virtue of Theorem A, we prove in the last section, Section 5, that any infinite dimensional separable Fréchet space F that supports a continuous norm admits an operator with nonempty hypercyclic spectrum (Theorem D), which extends the Banach space analogue [19, Corollary 2.2] and complements [9, Theorem 1] , saying that any separable infinite dimensional Fréchet space F supports a hypercyclic operator.
Before we start we recall the following: The proof [13] of Godefroy and Shapiro's result above rests on the well known Hypercyclicity Criterion: [7, 13, 15] ) Let T : F → F be a continuous linear operator on a separable Fréchet space F . Assume T satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion: There are dense subsets X, Y ⊆ F (not necessarily linear) and a sequence of (possibly discontinuous) maps S = (S n k : Y → F ) such that:
Then T is hypercyclic.
By the fact that Proposition 1 extends to sequences (T n : F → F ) of operators, it is evident that any operator T on a separable Fréchet space F that satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion is hereditarily hypercyclic, and we recall the important result of Bès and Peristhe converse holds true. More generally, they establish in [7] equivalence between the following:
and (see [7, Remark 2.6] ) if T satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion for the sequence (n k ) in the obvious sense, then T is hereditarily hypercyclic for (n k ). (It is an open problem whether hypercyclicity of T in fact implies (i)-(iii).)
The sufficient conditions for H(T ) = ∅
Given a Fréchet space F , we shall tacitly assume that · n , n = 1, . . . , denotes an increasing sequence of generating seminorms on F . By U n we denote the semiball {f : f n 1}. We let F n denote the normed space obtained from F / ker · n equipped with the norm · n induced by the corresponding seminorm · n on F . Thus, we have a natural isomorphism F n F U • n ≡ m 1 mU • n , where U • n denotes the polar set {λ: | f, λ | 1 ∀f ∈ U n } of U n , and the dual norm · * n of · n is in this way given by
Note that F admits a continuous norm, i.e., there exists a continuous norm on F , if and only if · n , n = 1, . . . , can be chosen as norms, and thus F n = (F , · n ). Example 1. The Fréchet space H (C n ) of n-variable entire functions provided with the compact open topology, admits a continuous norm, e.g. f → sup z 1 |f (z)|.
In contrast, the Fréchet space E (R n ) of smooth functions equipped with its standard topology, i.e. the topology generated by the seminorms
does not admit any continuous norm. (We have used standard multi-index notation in (2) .) Indeed, if such norm · would exist, f M f m,n for all f ∈ E (R n ) for some m, n, M > 0. But if f is a smooth function = 0 with support outside the ball x n, f m,n = 0 and so f = 0 and accordingly f = 0 which is a contradiction.
We recall that a basic sequence in a Fréchet space F , is a sequence (e n ) whose closed linear hull is given by all convergent series ∞ 1 α n e n and where the expansion is unique. Let us note the following simple fact; if (e n ) is a sequence in F such that, for every m, (ê n ≡ e n + ker · m ) forms a basic sequence in F m , then (e n ) is a basic sequence in F . (By a basic sequence in a normed space, like F m , we mean a sequence that forms a basic sequence in the corresponding completion.) Lemma 1. Let F be a Fréchet space and · n , n = 1, . . . , norms. Then, for any infinite dimensional subspace E ⊆ F and neighborhood U of the origin, there is a sequence (e n ) ⊆ E ∩ U such that, for every m 1, the canonical imagesê n = e n in F m form a basic sequence (ê n ).
Proof. Take a sequence (ε n ) ⊆ (0, 1) such that n 1 (1 − ε n ) > 0. By [21, Proposition 1.a.3], it suffices to prove that we can find a sequence (e n ) ⊆ E ∩ U of nonzero elements such that for any sequence of scalars (α n ): α 1 e 1 + · · · + α n e n m (1 − ε n ) −1 α 1 e 1 + · · · + α n e n + α n+1 e n+1 m , m n.
Since U is a neighborhood of the origin, we can find a nonzero element e 1 ∈ E ∩ U . Assume now that we have chosen e 1 , . . . , So, if f ∈ F andf ∈ K m , then, by choosing g m ν so that g m
Hence (3) and thus the required sequence exists. 2
Two basic sequences (e n ) and (f n ) are equivalent when α n e n converges if and only if α n f n converges.
Lemma 2.
Let F be a Fréchet space and · n , n = 1, . . . , norms. Let (e n ) and (f n ) be sequences in F such that, for all m, (ê n ) and (f n ) form equivalent basic sequences in F m , then (e n ) and (f n ) are equivalent basic sequences in F .
Proof. By the hypothesis, (e n ) and (f n ) form basic sequences in F . Assume α n e n converges. Then α nên converges in F m for all m. Hence, for every m, α nfn converges in F m to some x m . From the fact that the embeddings F m+1 → F m are continuous, we deduce x m = x 1 for all m, and consequently, α n f n = x 1 in F . Thus, convergence of α n e n implies that α n f n converges, and the converse follows by changing the roles of (e n ) and (f n ). 2 Theorem A. Let T : F → F be an operator on a Fréchet space F that admit a continuous norm. Assume that T is hereditarily hypercyclic for (n k ) and that there is an infinite
Proof. The proof goes parallel to that of the corresponding statement in [14] for the Banach space setting.
We can assume that · n , n = 1, . . . , are norms and hence F n = (F , · n ). We let B n denote the Banach space obtained from the completion of F n . By Lemma 1 there is a sequence (e n ) ⊆ E ∩ U 1 that forms a basic sequence in F and in every B n . Let (e * n ) be a biorthogonal system to (e n ) in
and hence (e * n ) forms a biorthogonal system to (e n ) as a basic sequence in B m . Let us note that since e n ∈ U 1 and e n , e * n = 1:
for all n, m 1.
Let (δ n ) be a denumerable dense set in F and let (ε n ) be a decreasing sequence of real numbers such that 0 < ε m < 1 and ε m < 1. Next, for n, m 1 we put i(m, n) ≡ (m + n − 1)(m + n)/2 − n + 1. It follows that i = i(m, n) is strictly increasing in both m and n (see [14, p. 173 ] for further remarks). We claim that there is a mapping r = r(i), defined for i = 0 and for all i = i(m, n), where r(0) = 0 and (r(i(m, n))) n is a strictly increasing subsequence of (n k ) for every fixed m, and a sequence (f m ) in F such that: (Note that (a) implies f m is hypercyclic for T .) Indeed, by following the procedure in [14] , we deduce that there is such a map r(i) and a double sequence (f m,n ) m 1,n 0 in F , where f m,0 = e m for all m, such that:
T r(i(m,n)) f m ,n n ε m / e * m *
In particular, (5) implies that (f m,n ) n is a Cauchy sequence in F (take j = 0) and we note that, for any n 1,
From this and (5) we have
Hence (c) and to obtain (a) and (b) we only have to follow the arguments in [14, pp. 176-177] (we replace the norm there with norms · m and use (6) and (7) in the estimates). Now, from (c) we have for any n 1 Hence, (f m ) is a basic sequence in every B n and equivalent to (e m ) [ 
We may assume that α k = 1 (since a nonzero scalar multiple of a hypercyclic vector is again hypercyclic).
Since (e m ) is equivalent to (f m ), m =k α m e m converges and thus to an element e of E, since E is closed. (Note that α m = e, e * m .) Now, if n ν then (a) and (b) give
Hence f is hypercyclic. 2
It follows that if T : F → F is hereditarily hypercyclic and has an eigenvalue λ such that |λ| < 1 and the corresponding eigenspace E λ ≡ ker(T − λ) is infinite dimensional, then H(T ) = ∅. Indeed, we only have to note that E λ is closed and that T is hereditarily hypercyclic for some strictly increasing sequence (n k ), so for any f ∈ E λ , T n k f = λ n k f → 0. We shall see that the same conclusion holds if dim E λ = ∞ and |λ| = 1:
Theorem B. Let T ∈ L (F ) be a hereditarily hypercyclic operator on a Fréchet space F that admits a continuous norm. Assume dim ker(T − λ) = ∞ for some λ with |λ| 1, then
Proof. We prove that the hypothesis of Theorem A holds.
Choose a basic sequence (e n ) in the sense of Lemma 1 with E = ker(T − λ) ≡ E λ and U = U 1 . Let (ε n ) be a decreasing sequence in (0, 1) such that ε n < 1. T satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion for some sequence (m i ), so there is a dense set X such that T m i → 0 on X. We can, in a successive way, find elements f n ∈ X such that:
In particular (4) and (8) imply e * n * n f n − e n n ε n and, as in the proof of Theorem A, we deduce from Lemma 2 that (f n ) is a basic sequence in F and equivalent to (e n ). In fact, and what we actually need, any subsequence (e n i ) is a basic sequence and it follows that (f n i ) forms an equivalent basic sequence. By the fact that T m i → 0 pointwise on X, we can construct a strictly increasing subsequence (n i ) of (m i ) such that:
Now, (f n i ) and (e n i ) form equivalent basic sequences in F , and since T is hereditarily hypercyclic for (m i ), T is hereditarily hypercyclic for (n i ). We let F be the closed linear hull of (f n i ) and, by virtue of Theorem A, we only have to prove that T n k f → 0 for every
Since (f n i ) and (e n i ) are equivalent, i k α i e n i converges for any k and thus to an element e (k) ∈ E n k . (Note that α i = e (1) , e * n i .) So given ν 1 we have for any k sufficiently large (n k ν)
Since e (k) → 0, F k → 0 and if we invoke (9) we obtain 
Remark 2.
As the proof shows, BH ∈ H(T ) for any bijection B that commutes with T if H ∈ H(T ). However, in general, there is no guarantee for that BH = H so that we get something new. Further, in (a) it is possible that H m ⊆ H for all m. Now, (c) does not only guarantee that BH = H but also that BH contains elements outside H .
Some applications

The entire functions H (C n )
The Fréchet space H (C n ) of n-variable entire functions provided with the compact open topology, admits a continuous norm, see Example 1. Let Exp(C n ) denote the algebra of entire exponential type functions, i.e. the set of all ϕ ∈ H (C n ) such that for some M, r > 0, |ϕ(ξ )| Me r ξ . It is well known that there is an algebra isomorphism between Exp(C n ) and the set C = C(H ) of convolution operators on H = H (C n ). If we use standard multi-index notation, such an isomorphism is given by ϕ → ϕ(D) ≡ α ϕ α D α where ϕ α ξ α is the power series expansion of ϕ about the origin. (See [13, Section 5] for a proof and details, it follows that ϕ α D α f converges absolutely in H for any f ∈ H . See also Section 3.3 for an alternative approach.) Thus, in particular, when P is a polynomial, P (D) is the differential operator obtained by replacing each variable ξ i by D i ≡ ∂/∂z i . Further, τ a = e a (D) where, in this subsection, e a ≡ e a,· ∈ Exp(C n ) and z, ξ ≡ z i ξ i , and ϕ(D) is a scalar operator iff ϕ is a constant mapping.
In view of Godefroy-Shapiro's result in [13] : any nonscalar ϕ(D) is hereditarily hypercyclic (for the full sequence (n k = k)), Theorems A and B can be applied: Theorem 1. If n > 1 then any nonscalar convolution operator ϕ(D) on H (C n ) has a hypercyclic subspace. If n = 1, then H(ϕ(D)) = ∅ for any ϕ ∈ Exp(C) that is not a polynomial.
Proof. Let n be arbitrary and assume first that the zeroset Z(ϕ) ≡ {ξ : ϕ(ξ ) = 0} is infinite. Then {e a : a ∈ Z(ϕ)} ⊆ ker ϕ(D), for ϕ(D)e a = ϕ(a)e a , and thus ker ϕ(D) is infinite dimensional since the elements e a , a ∈ C n , are linearly independent (an argument is given in Section 3.3). Hence H(ϕ(D) ) is not empty by Theorem B.
Next, assume Z(ϕ) is finite. If n = 1, then Hadamard's Theorem (see [1, p. 208] ) gives that this is equivalent to that ϕ is of the form ϕ = P e a for some polynomial P and a ∈ C. By our assumption that ϕ is not a polynomial, both P and a are nonzero and in view of this it is clear that P e a − λ has an infinite number of zeros for any λ = 0 (since otherwise, P e a − λ = Qe b ) for some polynomial Q, which is not possible). So, from the first part of the proof, dim ker(ϕ(D) − λ) = ∞ for any λ = 0. If n > 1, then the zeroset for an entire function is either infinite or empty. Hence Z(ϕ) is empty and ϕ is of the form e u for some entire u. But since ϕ ∈ Exp(C n ), u must be a linear polynomial, i.e. ϕ = Ae a for some constant A = 0 and nonzero a ∈ C n . (See the proof of Theorem 5.) So for any λ = 0, ϕ λ ≡ ϕ − λ has an infinite zeroset and thus ker ϕ λ (D) = ker(ϕ(D) − λ) is infinite dimensional. Hence H(ϕ(D)) = ∅ by Theorem B. 2 Remark 3. Parenthetically, we have shown in the proof that dim ker ϕ(D) = ∞ iff Z(ϕ) is infinite, and that dim ker(ϕ(D) − λ) < ∞ (Z(ϕ − λ) is finite) for every λ, say, in the unit disc in C iff ϕ is either a constant or a one variable polynomial. H(ϕ(D) ) is in general not empty. Our next objective is to apply Theorem C. We recall from Malgrange's Theorem [23, Theorem 5, p. 322] that any nonzero ϕ(D) ∈ C is surjective. Further, C is commutative and the translation operators τ a are invertible elements of C. It is also clear that the entire set H (C n ) is not a hypercyclic subspace for any convolution operator, since a constant mapping cannot be a hypercyclic vector, and we obtain: We conclude this subsection by suggesting some possible lines of further investigations. First of all, we do not claim that H(P (D)) = ∅ when P (D) is a differential operator on H (C). However, we expect that H(P (D)) is indeed empty for any one-variable polynomial P . For the essential spectrum σ e (P (D)) = ∅ so if H(P (D)) = ∅, this would show that 3 of the Introduction is not a sufficient condition for 2 for a general Fréchet space admitting a continuous norm. Thus we propose a study on hypercyclic spectral properties of ordinary differential operators P (D).
Thus we know that
Next, every convolution operator ψ(D) = 0 has dense range and commutes with any given ϕ(D). Consequently, if f is a hypercyclic vector for ϕ(D), then ψ(D)f is also hypercyclic. Indeed H(ϕ(D) ).
The smooth functions E (R n )
Let E = E (R n ) be the space of complex-valued smooth functions on R n endowed with its standard Fréchet space topology, see Example
The Fourier-Laplace transform Fλ of λ ∈ E is thus given by Fλ(ξ ) = λ(e ξ ), and we recall from Paley-Wiener-Schwartz' Theorem [18, p. 181 ] that F is a linear isomorphism between E and the space E = E(C n ) formed by all ϕ ∈ H (C n ) such that |ϕ(ξ )| M(1 + ξ ) N e r Im ξ for some M, N, r > 0. (Note that E is an algebra under pointwise multiplication.) We put E and E into duality by f, ϕ ≡ F −1 ϕ(f ). If x ∈ R n , then e −i x,· ∈ E and we hope the reader accept the small abuse of notation when we denote this function by e x .
Proposition 2. The set C(E ) of convolution operators on E = E (R n ) is formed by the operators ϕ(∂)f (x) ≡ f, ϕe x , ϕ ∈ E(C n ), and the map ϕ → ϕ(∂) is an algebra isomorphism between E and C.
Proof. We prove that any ϕ(∂) is a convolution operator. It is easily checked that ϕ(∂)f is a continuous function with 1 1 . . . ∂ α n n ), and from this we deduce that ϕ(∂) is a continuous map on E . ϕ(∂) commutes with any other ψ(∂). Indeed, it suffices, by totality, to prove that they commute on the set {e ξ : ξ ∈ C n }. But φ(∂)(e ξ ) = e ξ φ(ξ ) (10) for any φ ∈ E, hence [ϕ(∂)ψ(∂)](e ξ ) = e ξ ϕ(ξ)ψ(ξ) which proves our claim and that ϕ(∂)ψ(∂) = [ϕψ](∂). Since for any a ∈ R n , τ a = e a (∂), ϕ(∂) ∈ C. Next, let T ∈ C. We must prove that T = ϕ(∂) for some unique ϕ ∈ E. Se ξ (x) = t Se x (ξ ) for any continuous operator S on E , where t S : E → E denotes the transpose of S, hence ϕ ∈ E where ϕ(ξ ) ≡ T e ξ (0) and we prove that T = ϕ(∂). Again, by totality, it suffices to prove that T e ξ = ϕ(∂)e ξ , i.e. T e ξ = e ξ ϕ(ξ ), for any ξ ∈ C n . This follows from Finally, by (10) it follows that the function ϕ ∈ E is unique for T = ϕ(∂). 2
We underline that τ a = e a (∂) and, when ϕ = P is a polynomial, P (∂) is the differential operator obtained by replacing each variable ξ j by i∂ j = i∂/∂x j . In [13, Remark 5.5.b ] it is shown that any nonscalar differential operator P (∂) is hypercyclic, we now improve this result:
Proof. We prove that ϕ(∂) satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion (Proposition 1). (The proof runs parallel to that of [ ) , then ψ(ξ ) = e ξ , ψ = 0 for all ξ ∈ U (V ) and hence ψ = 0 which proves our claim. Now, from ϕ(∂) n e ξ = ϕ(ξ ) n e ξ , it is clear that ϕ(∂) n → 0 pointwise on E U . Since the elements e ξ are linearly independent (see the proof of Theorem 5 for an argument), we can define a map S : E V → E V by Se ξ ≡ e ξ /ϕ(ξ ) and then extended by linearity. It is now obvious that with S n ≡ S n , lim S n = 0 pointwise and ϕ(∂)S = Id E V (so ϕ(∂) n S n = Id E V ). Thus ϕ(∂) satisfies the Hypercyclicity Criterion, and is thus hereditarily hypercyclic, for the full sequence. 2
The arguments in the proof of Theorem 1 applies, but since E does not admit any continuous norm, see Example 1, we can only conjecture: Conjecture 1. Let ϕ ∈ E(C n ) and assume ϕ is not constant and, when n = 1, not a polynomial. Then H(ϕ(∂) ) is not empty.
In any case, we can apply Theorem C. To this end we recall Malgrange's Theorem for E (R n ) [23, Theorem 3, p. 294] that states that any nonzero differential operator P (∂) is surjective. Unfortunately, it is not known whether an arbitrary convolution operator is onto-but we know of course that any translation operator τ a is bijective. Proof. A proof goes parallel to that of Theorem 2. However, for (b), let us only point out that, with obvious notation,
Infinite dimensional holomorphy
In [28] we extended Godefroy-Shapiro's Theorem to infinite dimensional holomorphy and the (separable Fréchet) space H H (E) of Hilbert-Schmidt entire functions on a separable Hilbert space E. More precisely, we proved that any nonscalar convolution operator on H H (E) is hereditarily hypercyclic, and that there is a similar characterization of the algebra C = C(H H (E)) of convolution operators as in the case of n variables. In fact, C is formed by all ϕ(D) (see [28, Proposition 2.2] ) where ϕ is a so-called Hilbert-Schmidt exponential type function on E. If we assume E is infinite dimensional (of course, H H (C n ) = H (C n ), and H H (E) admits a continuous norm for arbitrary E), ker(ϕ(D) − λ) is infinite dimensional for any nonconstant ϕ and λ = 0, so, by Theo-rem B, H(ϕ(D)) = ∅ for any nonscalar ϕ(D). Parts of Theorem 2 can also be extended in a straight forward way.
Next, let us consider another type of holomorphy-Nuclearly entire functions of bounded type on a Banach space. This holomorphy type has been studied comprehensively in the literature-like in Gupta's classical work [16] , see also [12, 22] .
Let F = E be the dual of an infinite dimensional Banach space E and consider the Fréchet space H Nb (F ) of nuclearly entire functions of bounded type. H Nb (F ) admits a continuous norm, and we assume E is separable so that H Nb (F ) is a separable. Let Exp(E) denote the algebra of exponential type functions, i.e., as in finite dimensions, the set r>0 Exp r (E) where Exp r (E) is formed by all holomorphic functions ϕ on E such that |ϕ(x)| Me r x for some M > 0. Next we put e x ≡ e x,· ∈ H Nb (F ) where x ∈ E and ·, · denotes the canonical bilinear form on E × F . The Fourier-Borel transform B on H Nb (F ), defined by Bλ(x) ≡ λ(e x ), is a linear isomorphism between H Nb (F ) and Exp(E). Thus H Nb (F ) and Exp(E) form a dual pair by f, ϕ ≡ B −1 ϕ(f ), and we obtain an algebra isomorphism between Exp(E) and C ≡ {convolution operators on H Nb (F )} by ϕ → ϕ(D) where ϕ(D)f (y) = f, ϕe y , e y ≡ e ·,y . (The notation is consistent with Section 4.1 when E = F = C n in the sense that then f, ϕe z = ϕ α D α f (z).) Next, we equip every Exp r (E) with the norm |||ϕ||| r ≡ sup E |ϕ(x)|e −r x and endow Exp(E) with the corresponding inductive locally convex topology. We shall denote by P(E) the subalgebra of Exp(E) that is generated by F (⊆ Exp(E)). (The elements of P(E) are sometimes called polynomials of finite type.)
For details on all this we refer to [12] (or [16] ). We can now prove the following: Since e a , ϕ = ϕ(a), we only have to prove that for any finite set {a 1 , . . . , a n } ⊆ E, there is for every i n a ϕ i ∈ Exp(E) such that ϕ i (a j ) = δ ij . In fact, by taking products, it suffices prove this when n = 2 and it is now elementary to construct such a function ϕ i .
We proceed as the proof of Theorem 1. If ϕ has an infinite zeroset Z(ϕ), ker ϕ(D) is infinite dimensional since ϕ(D)e a = ϕ(a)e a and thus ker ϕ(D) ⊇ {e a : a ∈ Z(ϕ)}. Consequently H(ϕ(D)) = ∅ (Theorem B). Assume now that Z(ϕ) is finite. This implies that Z(ϕ) is empty, since this is true when E is of finite dimension > 1, and we shall prove that ϕ is necessarily of the form ϕ = Ae a = Ae ·,a for some constant A and a ∈ F . For fixed x ∈ E consider the one-variable function ϕ x (z) ≡ ϕ(zx). Clearly, ϕ x ∈ Exp(C) and In view of (b) we note that, in particular, if ϕ = e a , i.e. ϕ(D) = τ a , then ϕ ∈ P(E) for e a = n 0 ·, a n /n! in Exp(E). Further, if E is finite dimensional, then P(E) is dense in Exp(E) which explains why the hypothesis in (b) is not necessary in the corresponding statement of Theorem 2.
Finally we refer to [3] where a variant of Godefroy-Shapiro's Theorem is obtained for Entire functions of compact bounded type on a Banach space-as above, Theorems 1 and 2, or parts of them, are presumably extendible to this setting.
H(T ) = ∅ for some T ∈ L(F )
Recall that a nuclear mapping on a LCS X is an operator N of the form N = ∞ 1 α n ·, f n e n where (α n ) ∈ 1 , {e n } ⊆ X is bounded and {f n } ⊆ X is equicontinuous (i.e. {f n } is contained in the polar set U • for some neighborhood U ⊆ X of the origin). If N = α n ·, f n e n is nuclear and {f n } ⊆ U • , N is said to be of type U . Before we proceed let us explain the idea in what follows. In [9] it is proved that any infinite dimensional separable Fréchet space F admits a hypercyclic operator T . (Of course, dim X = ∞ and separability are both necessary conditions for any LCS X to carry a hypercyclic operator.) In fact, the authors showed that if F is not isomorphic to ω ≡ ∞ n=0 C = C N , it is possible to choose T as a (nonzero) nuclear perturbation of the identity, i.e. T = I + N where N is nuclear (see [9, p. 589] ), and it follows by their construction that T is in fact hereditarily hypercyclic. Our objective is to prove: Theorem D. Every infinite dimensional separable Fréchet space F that admits a continuous norm, supports a continuous linear operator T : F → F with H(T ) = ∅.
(See also [4] .) Thus, by our discussion, to do so it suffices to prove that for any hereditarily hypercyclic Fréchet space operator T = I + N : F → F , where N is nuclear and F admits a continuous norm, H(T ) = 0.
The following is elementary and the proof is left to the reader. Proof. Let N = α n ·, f n · e n where {f n } ⊆ U • m . Using that if (x n ) ∈ 1 , then there is an increasing sequence (y n ) of positive numbers going to infinity such that (y n x n ) ∈ 1 , we may assume e n → 0 in F . It is clear that N = α n e n , · f n . Let V be an arbitrary neighborhood of the origin. Then p ≡ sup V • | ·, λ | is a continuous seminorm on F and hence F n ≡ α 1 p(e n )f n → 0 in F U • m = (F U • m , · * m ) where α ≡ (α n ). Thus {F n } forms a relatively compact set in F U • m and the closed absolutely convex hull of this set is given by K ≡ { β n F n :
|β n | 1} [9, p. 590]. F U • m is complete and thus K is compact. We see that N (V • ) ⊆ K , and our claim follows. 2 First, let n = 1. From what we just have proved,
Hence there is an ε-net {λ 1 1 , . . . , λ 1
where the kernels are taken in F . Clearly, E 1 is infinite dimensional and closed. Now, let f ∈ E 1 . By Hahn-Banach's Theorem there is a λ ∈ U • 1 such that N 1 f 1 = N 1 f, λ . Further, there is a λ 1 i such that N 1 λ − λ 1 i * m ε. Hence,
Next, if n = 2, then we choose an ε-net {λ 2 1 , . . . , λ 2 n 2 } for K 2 ≡ N 2 (U • 2 ). We put E 2 ≡ E 1 ∩ ( i ker λ 2 i ) which obviously is closed, infinite dimensional and a subspace of E 1 . By the arguments above, (11) holds for n = 2, and by continuing in this way we obtain a required sequence (E n ) of sets. 2 k−1 i=1 |α i | T n k f n i ν + f (k) 
Closing remarks
We recall that 1 of the Introduction is not sufficient for 2, i.e. Theorem A does not extend, for general Fréchet spaces F . By Theorem B, we have almost proved that 3 is sufficient for 2 for Fréchet spaces that admit a continuous norm. What remains to be proven is that the following has an affirmative answer: Question 1. Let T be a hereditarily hypercyclic operator on a Fréchet space F that admits a continuous norm. Assume that Im(T − λ) fails to be closed for some λ with |λ| 1, does this imply H(T ) = ∅?
However, it follows that 2 does not imply 3 for Fréchet spaces F that does not admit any continuous norm. Indeed, in a recent work [6] it is proved that the backward shift B on ω = C N has a hypercyclic subspace. ω is a Fréchet space that does not admit any continuous norm and B is hereditarily hypercyclic. But Im(B − λ) and ker(B − λ) are closed respective finite dimensional for any λ, hence our claim.
Finally, in [14] it is shown that if T is a hereditarily hypercyclic Banach space operator such that T n i → 0 on some infinite dimensional closed subspace E, then it is always possible to choose E and (n i ) such that T is hereditarily hypercyclic for (n i ), i.e. such that 1 of the Introduction (the hypothesis of Theorem A) holds. We do not know if this is possible in the setting of non-normable Fréchet spaces that admit a continuous norm. Question 2. Let T be a hereditarily hypercyclic operator on a Fréchet space F that admits a continuous norm. Assume there is a sequence (n i ) and an infinite dimensional closed subspace E such that T n i → 0 on E. Does this imply H(T ) = ∅?
